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Abstract. Let G be a finite group. Then L,(G), the linear complexity of a suitable Wedderburn 
transform corresponding to G, is smaller than 2 l ICI’. We improve this trivial upper bound by 
showing that t,(G) is smaller than min{(s( 9) - I( 9)) l IGi + 7m 9 ICI”‘}, where the minimum 
is taken over all towers 9 = (G,, > G,,_, > l l 9 > Go = { 1)) of subgroups of G = G,,, and where 
q( 9) (resp. s( 9)) is the maximum (resp. sum) of all indices [ Gi+, : Gi] corresponding to 9 and 
I( 9) = n is the length of the tower. A similar upper bound is valid for the linear complexity of 
the inverse of such a Wedderburn transform. For symmetric groups our technique yields the 
stronger estimate t,( S,,) = o( IS, I 9 Iog’lS,, I). 
0. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group, h = h(G) the number of conjugacy classes of G. Then, 
according to Wedderburn’s Theorem, there are exactly h equivalence classes of 
irreducible matrix representations of the group algebra CG. Let D1, . . . , D,, be a 
transversal of these equivalence classes, where Di : CG+ Cdix’i is an irreducible 
representation of degree dim Then CgEG +g-eish Di(C xgg) establishes an 
isomorphism W, : CG +@ish Cdixdi of C-al ge b ras, the so-called Wedderburn trans 
form for CG relative to the traversal D1, . . . , Dh. This well-known isomorphism 
has been extensively studied especially for cyclic and dyadic groups. In these special 
cases the Wedderburn transforms have been called discrete Fourier and Hadamard- 
Walsh transforms respectively. Wedderburn transforms are the basis of several 
striking applications in signal processing, coding theory, cryptography and algorith- 
mic circuit design (see [2, 9, 121). 
In the sequel we shall always refer to the natural bases in CG and in @ish Cdix4. 
Following this convention we can think WG as a IGl-square matrix over 
linear complexity L,(A) of a matrix A E rx’ is the minimal number of arithmetic 
operations (=additions/subtractions/scalar multiplications) which are sufficient o 
compute A l x from X, where e input vector x = (xi) is a column vector of t 
indeterminates x1, . . . , x, over Since for non-abelian groups G the Wedderburn 
transforms are not l quely determined by G, we define the linear complexity of G 
by L,( 6) := min L, ), where the minimum is taken over all possible Wedderburn 
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transtorms WG for CG. A discussion of the linear complexity model can be found 
in [2]. Notice that the preparatory work to get the irreducible representations of
CG is not counted in this complexity model. 
Trivially, L,(G) < 2 l IGl’. For cyclic groups G the FFT-algorithms [4, 6, 14, 15, 
171 yield 
L,(G) = O(lGlloglGI). (1) 
If the group G = G1 x l l l x G, is the direct product of finite groups Gj, then, using 
the isomorphism C( G, x l l l x G,) = CG,O l l l OCG, of C-algebras, we get (see 
[I, m) 
L,(G, x l 9 l X Gr)< i [G: Gi]Ls(Gi). (2) j = 1 
Together with the fact that every finite abelian group is the direct product of cyclic 
groups, (1) also holds for finite abelian groups. Further results which extend (1) to 
a certain class of non-abelian groups can be found in [5]. 
In a more restrictive complexity model, Morgenstern [13) proves that the linear 
complexity of computing the discrete Fourier transform of a cyclic group G is of 
order IGlloglGl. In general, we shall regard upper bounds of order IGI times 
logarithmic factors in I GI as bounds corresponding to “fast Wedderburn transforms” 
for CG. 
In this paper we improve the trivial upper bound Ls( G) < 2 l ICI” by showing 
L,(G)<min~{(s(~)-I(~)) l (G(+7m- IG~‘/*}, 
where q( 9) (resp. s( 9)) denotes the maximum (resp. sum) of all indices [ Gi+l : Gi] 
corresponding to the tower .Y = (G, > l l . > G,-,) of subgroups of G = G,,, and where 
I( 9) denotes the length of 9. A similar upper bound holds for the linear complexity 
of the inverse transform. Counting both scalar and non-scalar arithmetic operations, 
a similar upper bound is valid for the complexity of computing the inverse of a unit 
in CG as well as for the multiplication (=convolution) in the group algebra CG. 
For symmetric groups our technique yields the stronger estimate L,(S,) = 
o( l&l l log31Snl). Hence this upper bound comes rather close to (1). 
Our main tool is to use those transversals D1, . . . , Dh of the equivalence classes 
of irreducible matrix representations of CG which are adapted to suitable towers 
Y of subgroups of G, see Section 2. The use of subgroup towers extends the idea 
of Beth [2,3], who suggested to compute the Wedderburn transform of a solvable 
group G along a composition series of G. 
Let G be a finite group, dixdi. Then IGl =zF=, df and, by Jensen’s 
inequality,d’(G):=CF=, d~~~G(‘~*forallrealr~2.1fGisabelianthendr(G)=(G( 
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for all positive r. With every tower Y = (G,, > G,,_, > l l l > Go = (1)) of subgroups 
of G=G, we associate the numbers q(g) := maxj[ Gj : Gj-11, s( 9) := 
c Isjsn[ Gj : Gj-11, and 1( 9) := n. 
Theorem 1.1. Let 3 = (G, > l l . > Go = (I)) be a tower of subgroups of the finite group 
G=G,,, %:=[Gj:Gj-,]. Then 
L,(G)<(ql+* l e+qn-n) l IG1+2 i qj l $+I.. . .a qn l d3(G’j-1)- 
j=l 
Applying the proof of this result to the maximal tower of the cyclic group G of 
order 2” we get (see also [2]) the classical Cooley-Tukey FFT and the estimate 
L,(G) < (2n - n) l (G(+2 i 2’+(j-*) l 2j-‘= O(lGl l logICI). 
j=l 
Corollary 1.2. For a finite group G, L,(G)<min{(s(3)-l(r)) 9 IG1+7&j@=j. 
ICI’/“>, where the minimum is taken over all towers 9 of subgroups of G. 
Corollary 1.3 (Beth [3]). If G is a finite solvable group, and p the greatest prime 
divisor of IGl=p, l . . . l pn (p, ,... , pn prime, not necessarily distinct), then 
L,(G)<(p,+* 9 ‘+pn - n) l ICI+ 7 l fi l ICI”*. 
Combining the proof technique of Theorem 1.1 with detailed information about 
the irreducible representations of the symmetric group S, we get the following. 
Theorem 1.4. L,(S,&~ l (n3+ n*) l IS,& 
Since log( n !) is of order n l log n, the last result can be reformulated as L,( S,,) = 
o(IS,J l log31Snl). Using the close connection between the irreducible representations 
of symmetric and alternating roups (see in particular [ 16, p. 6241) a similar upper 
bound can be proved for L,(A,). 
We now turn to the linear complexity of the inverses of those Wedderburn 
transforms pecified in the proof of Theorem 1 .l. In general, the linear complexity 
of an invertible matrix A differs from that of its inverse. For instance, if A is the 
Wedderburn transform corresponding to the cyclic group of order 2, then L,(A) = 2 
whereas L,(A-‘) = 3. Nonetheless the following result is true. 
Theorem 1.5. Let F = (G, >. l l > G,) be a tower of subgroups of the finite group 
G = G,, , qi := [ Gj : C+_,], and let W,, be a T-adapted Wedderburn transform for 
(see Section 2). Then 
L,( W,‘)62 ’ (q1+* l l +qn) l IG)+2 l i qf l qi+.l 0 . . . e qn * d3(Gj-1) 
j=l 
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In case of solvable 
see also [ 1, p. 2081. 
groups a similar result has been obtained by Beth [2, p. 1961, 
Theorem 1.6. Let W, be one of the Wedderburn transforms for CS,, specified in the 
proof of Theorem 1.3. Then L,( W,‘) = o((&l l log31Snl). 
~-~ow many arithmetic steps are sufficient o compute the multiplicsrtive inverse 
of an arbitrary invertible element x = CgE G xsg in CG? In case X-’ = c yhh, the vector 
(Y,,)~~~ is the unique solution of the following system of linear equations 
&h-‘yh=&, gEG 
h 
Using Gaussian elimination we see that 2 - 161’ arithmetic steps are sufficient. The 
following corollary improves this trivial upper bound. 
Corollary 1.7. The number of arithmetic steps u&ient to compute the multiplicative 
inverse of an arbitrary invertible lement of the group algebra CG is less than 
min{(3s( 3) - I($)) l ICI+ (2 + 14&j@=j) l ICI”‘}. 
Counting only nonscalar operations, Atkinson [ 1, p. 2073 showed that the (non- 
scalar) complexity of the multiplication in CG is at most ICI”‘. Counting all 
operations we get the following. 
Corollary 1.8. The number of arithmetic steps suficient to muhiply two arbitrary 
elements of the groups algebra CG is less than 
min{(&(T)-21(T)) l lGi+(2+21dm) l IGI”‘}. 
A corresponding result for solvable groups can be found in [2, p. 1961 and [3, 
p. 3371. 
2. Proofs 
Let .H be a proper subgroup of the finite group G, and let V be a left CG-module. 
We are going to describe a C-basis of V, which is adapated to the tower G > If > { 1). 
By complete reducibility, V can be written as a direct sum of simple left CG- 
submodules V;:: V = V&3 l * 43 Vt. Let WI,. . . , W, denote a transversal of the 
isomorphism classes of simple left CH-modules. As a Ieft C&module, every V;: 
decomposes into the direct sum of simple left CH-submodules V&: V;: = 
@,, eksmii I& where eksrnij Kjk denotes the isotypic component of type Wj; thus 
I& and W, are isomorphic as CH-modules iff j = 1. For every triple (i, j, k) with 
1 s k mii we fix a CH-isomorphism $@k : Wj + Vjk. Furthermore, we. choose for 
every j a -basis Elj of W:., Then the union B := IJ, +uk( Bj) is a C-basis of K The 
matrix representation corresponding to this left G-module V and to this basis B 
(ordered in an obvious way) is said to be (G > H > { 1))~adapted. 
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Definition 2.1. Let 9 = (G, > l l l > Go) be a tower of subgroups of G = G,. A matrix 
representation D of CG is said to be 9-adapted iff for all j s n the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) The restriction OJCG, of lls to CGj is equal to a direct sum of irreducible 
matrix representations of CGj. 
(ii) Irreducible direct summands of DJCGj that are equivalent are equal. 
The above reasoning indicates how to construct for every matrix representation 
of CG an equivalent one which is T-adapted. Now we are prepared to prove the 
stated results. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let W, =eish Di be a T-adapted Wedderbum transform 
for CG. If F,,..., F, are the distinct irreducible constituents of W”JCG,_, , then 
W n-,:=&r 4 is a (Gn-l> G,,_+. l l > G&adapted Wedderburn transform for 
CG,,_, . (To see this, use the fact that CG,,_, is a CG,_,-submodule of CG,,.) Since 
W* is Y-adapted, we have L,( W,JCG,_,) = L&j. DiJCGn-1) = L,( W,-.I). If 
g1v**, gqn is a transversal of the left cosets of G,_, in G,,, every Q E CG can be 
written as CL =zjs4,, gjaj, aj E CG,-1. Hence 
K(a) = C 8 Di(gj) l (DiJCGn-l)(a_)= 
jSq,, iGh 
(3) 
In order to estimate 4/,( W, ) we use the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem, see [8, 
p. X53], which says that the multiplicity of the irreducible CG,-representation Di 
in the induced representation F,TCG, equals the multiplicity of the irreducible 
representation Fk of CG,_, in the subduced representation Di$C Gn _ 1: 
Denoting the degree of Di (resp. Fk) by di (resp. fk) we get 
L,(K)sq”* L,(K-,)+(qn-1) l IGnI+qn*2C d,(DiJCGn-,JFkYZ* (5) 
i,k 
Here, qn l I&( W,_,) estimates the complexity of computing Wn(+) for all j s qn, 
whereas (q,, - 1). 1~~1 corresponds to the summation of qn block matrices in 
ei Cdixdi each having at most Ci df = lG,,l non-zero entries. The last term on the 
right-hand side of (5) estimates the number of arithmetic operations sufficient o 
multiply for each j 6 q,, the di-square matrix Di(gj) with the block diagonal matrix 
Di$CGn--;[dj) =@k(Fk(Uj)@’ ’ l 0 Fk(Qj)), Fk(aj) OCCUrI’h~ eXi3Ctly (DiJ 
times. By the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem we can reformulate the !ast t 
G,_,IF,).f ‘k =2q” C f ‘k C di(DilFkr 
i,k k i 
= 2q, c Jr; ’ degree( FkTCG,,) 
k 
= 2q’n c f ;. 
k 
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Hence 
L(w,)%w L,(K-,)+(qn-1) l IGn1+2- 42, l d3(G,,vr), 
and an ir .!uction completes the proof of Theorem 1 .I. Cl 
Proof of G~~rollary 1.2. Using the fact that d3( G,_,) s lGn_113/2 the last formula in 
the proof a,f Theorem 1.1 can further be estimated by 
1Jr:~l,)~q,~ L,( W,_,)+(q,-1). lG,,l+2& IGl”“, 
and an induction shows that L,( Wn)s(ql+*. l +qn-n) l (~,,l+c(T) l IG”~~‘*, 
where 
c*(Y) := 2 l d+-- J4.“+ Jqn-2 +__.+ 
JK 
J4n GzFl Jq, l . . . g q* l 
She L,( 6) s L,( \I(,) and c( 9) s 2 l m l Ciao (l/fi)i < 7 l &j@=), the proof 
of Corollary 1.2 is complete. El 
A finite group G is solvable iff its composition factors are cyclic of prime order. 
Hence Coroltac 1.3 is a direct consequence of Corollary 1.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We assume familiarity with Sections 3.3 and 3.4 in [lo]. In 
the following proof we wili refer to these sections_ The Wedderburn transforms 
of CSn 3 corresponding to Young’s :%eminormal and orthogonal form respectively, 
and Wn:= @ W* 
al-n 
are both (Sn>Sn_l> * . l > S,)-adapted, see in particular [ 10, Theorem 3.3.10 and 
Section 3.41. Furthermore, for every partition a! of n and every transposition 
(m - 1, m), 1 a< m < rl, both &((m - 1, m)) and oa((m - 1, m)) are f,-square 
matrices having at most two non-zero enk,. +*es in each row and in each column. This 
together with 
gj:=(j, j+l,..., n)=(.i,j+l)(j-t-l,jc2).**(n-l,n) 
and the fact that 
Sn= lLJ &$a--, 
jSn 
gives in analogy to (3) and (5) 
Hn* L,(W,_,)+( 2-4) l I&i+ i i x3 -fi. 
j=l m=j+l a 
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Hence 
L,(W&=n- L,(W,_,)+ 3 { l (;)+n}*l&l 
S n l Ls( Wn_,)+(Sn2-$}. I&J 
=i(n”+ n2) l I&l, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let W, =@i=h Di be a T-adapted Wedderburn transform 
for CG, where Di is an irreducible matrix representation of CG of degree di with 
corresponding character xi(g) := tr( Di(g)). It is well-known that the character x := 
Ci dai of the regular representation of CG satisfies x(g) = 1~1. &, for all g E G. 
This easily implies that for all ei ai E ei CYx’i the following inversion formula is 
valid [l, p. 2061, [2, p. 791. 
wil(eQi) =A:7 (zh di’ Mai* DiCg)))gsl* 
If g 1,. . . , gq,, is a transversal of the left cosets of G,_, in G, = G, then 
Our next goai is to interpret each bracket erm [. . .] as P!,!,(@, q), for suitable 
matrices a/i. TO this end let DiJCGn-1 = Fi, @ l 9 l @ Fi, 3 where each hik is an irreduc- 
ible matrix representation of CG,_, of degree Jk and let aijl 0 l l l 0 aijri denote the 
image of ai l Di(gj) under the natural projection, which maps Cdixdi onto 
@,_ CAk x&k. Then, for g E G,+ , 8 
tr(ai 9 Di(gj) l Di(g)) = tr(ai l Di(gj) l (Fi,(g)O l l ‘0 F,,(g)) 
= C tr(a,k l h(g))* 
kSri 
(7) 
Let{F,,..., F,.} = { Fik I 1 s i s h, 1 s k d ri}, and let fl denote the degree of F,. Then 
W n-l := @,_ fi is a (G,_, > l l l > G&adapted Wedderburn transform for 
This fact together with (6) and (7) gives 
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c 4 qj := -9 auk. 
(i,k):Fik=FI ,h ’ qn 
Thus instead of computing W,‘(ei ai) directly, we proceed as follows. 
(1) Compute all atike This can be done with at most 
arithmetical operations. Since CI f: = IG+ll, this number of steps does not exceed 
2 l & l IG,)3’2. 
(2) Compute all cub. Since ei k aijk is an element of 8i Cdixdi and each aYk 
contributes to exactly one q, the computation of all arli can be done in at most 
2 - qn l lGnl steps. 
(3) Compute W,!,($, ao) for all jC qn. 
Combining (l), (2), and (3) we get the recurrence relation 
Now proceeding similarly to the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2, our 
claims follow. This proves Theorem 1.5. Cl 
Combining the proofs of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5 we get Theorem 1.6. 
Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8 are easily derived from Corollay 1.2 and Theorem 1.5. 
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